Event Schedule
Shawnee U12 Slalom

8:00  Triple Chair opens for coaches
8:30  Triple Chair opens for athletes
8:30  Team Captains Meeting – East Slope Finish

8:45  Shawnee Peak Inspection
8:55  GACP Inspection
9:05  CVA Inspection

9:55  First Run Forerunners
10:00 First Run Start

12:00 Shawnee Inspection
12:10 GACP Inspection
12:20 CVA Inspection

12:55 Second Run Forerunners
1:00  Second Run Start

Awards will be mailed to home mountain race programs. Results will be emailed to coaches.

Official Notice Board will be located on back side of Main Slope Timing Building. **Protests** will only be accepted in written form accompanied with $50 fee.

All GACP females will run 1st, followed by SPRT and CVA females. Next, all GACP males will run, followed by SPRT and CVA males. 2nd run will be reverse order.

NO TICKET = NO LIFT………bibs are not considered tickets……….bibs must be visible at all times on race course. Bibs must be returned to the bib collectors at the bottom of the course at the end of the second run.